Queen Catrines Box Set (Erotic Fantasy Anthology)

This triad of teasing tales feature the
not-so-wicked, but possibly wanton, ways
of Catrine - the queen of a gorgeously
scenic kingdom. Cruel stepdaughters,
strapping huntsmen, lusty dwarfs and
monsters galore abound in this adults-only
box set. Strictly adults only! Collects
Mounting the Throne, Mounted by Dwarfs,
and Mounted by the Yeti. Mounting the
Throne: Queen Catrines husband is away,
and after the court huntsman returns from
organizing a rather wicked prank, she has
other needs to satisfy. Indulging her
passions on her husbands throne seems a
suitable plan... but will there be
consequences to such wanton ways?
Features seduction and adultery. Mounted
by Dwarfs: When Queen Catrines journey
is interrupted by the arrival of seven dwarfs
intent on taking her into bondage, shes
forced to play along. The only way out
may force her to stretch herself in new and
not unpleasant ways... Features bondage
and group play, and more! Mounted by
the Yeti:
Queen Catrine leaves her
kingdoms borders after a heartfelt farewell
from her huntsman-lover Stern. Travelling
through the mountains, shes driven to take
shelter in a cave - and shes not the only one
looking to get inside. Taken by the Yeti
features an adults-only erotic connection
between a gorgeous fugitive queen and a
young, passionate yeti.
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